Sequence-based enzyme catalytic domain prediction using clustering and aggregated mutual information content.
Characterizing enzyme sequences and identifying their active sites is a very important task. The current experimental methods are too expensive and labor intensive to handle the rapidly accumulating protein sequences and structure data. Thus accurate, high-throughput in silico methods for identifying catalytic residues and enzyme function prediction are much needed. In this paper, we propose a novel sequence-based catalytic domain prediction method using a sequence clustering and an information-theoretic approaches. The first step is to perform the sequence clustering analysis of enzyme sequences from the same functional category (those with the same EC label). The clustering analysis is used to handle the problem of widely varying sequence similarity levels in enzyme sequences. The clustering analysis constructs a sequence graph where nodes are enzyme sequences and edges are a pair of sequences with a certain degree of sequence similarity, and uses graph properties, such as biconnected components and articulation points, to generate sequence segments common to the enzyme sequences. Then amino acid subsequences in the common shared regions are aligned and then an information theoretic approach called aggregated column related scoring scheme is performed to highlight potential active sites in enzyme sequences. The aggregated information content scoring scheme is shown to be effective to highlight residues of active sites effectively. The proposed method of combining the clustering and the aggregated information content scoring methods was successful in highlighting known catalytic sites in enzymes of Escherichia coli K12 in terms of the Catalytic Site Atlas database. Our method is shown to be not only accurate in predicting potential active sites in the enzyme sequences but also computationally efficient since the clustering approach utilizes two graph properties that can be computed in linear to the number of edges in the sequence graph and computation of mutual information does not require much time. We believe that the proposed method can be useful for identifying active sites of enzyme sequences from many genome projects.